
 

 

 

 

Entrepreneurship Track 
 
Track Chair: 

 

• Professor Felix Arndt, University of Guelph, Canada, farndt@uoguelph.ca   
   

Consonant with the BAM2024 Conference theme on “is ‘Achieving transformation for greater good: 
Societal, organisational and personal barriers and enablers”, your Entrepreneurship Track 
welcomes full (maximum 8000 words, all inclusive) & developmental (minimum of 1000 words) 
paper submissions on any entrepreneurship related topic. Papers may be of theoretical or empirical 
nature. Full papers should be well-developed articles that are close to submission for a targeted 
entrepreneurship or general management journal.   
 
The paper format matters for the expectations at the conference. Full papers will be formally 
presented and will receive feedback by the audience. By contrast, developmental papers are articles 
that are explicitly designed to seek feedback through discussion for study conceptualizations or early 
paper drafts that authors intend to develop for submission to business journals. Authors of 
developmental papers may seek feedback in developing their papers, including suggestions on 
possible journals. Developmental paper sessions are organised as roundtables and require a one-
page (or one slide) handout to be shared among the participants of the session as well as a brief 
elaboration on what the study is about.  
 
The Entrepreneurship SIG is proud to announce Best Paper Awards during its annual meeting at the 
conference and will present awards for the Best Full Paper, the Best Developmental Paper, the Best 
PhD Student Paper (identified by a PhD student being the lead author) as well as outstanding 
reviewer awards and other awards for excellence in entrepreneurship scholarship, teaching and 
service. All submitting authors agree to review two papers for the conference.  
 
We welcome the full range of topics including, but not limited to the following:  

• Entrepreneurial Ecosystems  
• Start-up Growth, Incubation, and Scaling  
• Entrepreneurship and Sustainability  
• Disadvantaged Entrepreneurship including Entrepreneurs with Disabilities, Refugee 
Entrepreneurship, Entrepreneurship by Addicts, Necessity Entrepreneurship etc.  
• Entrepreneurship-as-practice  
• Entrepreneurship Theories  
• Entrepreneurship Methods  
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• Hobby and DIY Entrepreneurship  
• Entrepreneurship Education  
• Entrepreneurship as Process  
• Entrepreneurial Networks  
• Entrepreneurship and Creativity  
• Youth Entrepreneurship  
• Corporate and Strategic Entrepreneurship  
• New Venture Creation  
• International Entrepreneurship  
• Entrepreneurship in Public Organisations  
• Issues in Family Firms  
• Entrepreneurship and Globalization, Regionalization, and Temporality  
• Entrepreneurial Learning  
• Entrepreneurial Orientation  
• Indigenous entrepreneurship  
• Entrepreneurship and Technology Transfer  
• Female entrepreneurs  
• Minority entrepreneurs  
• Management of Small and Medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)  
• Entrepreneurship and climate change  
• Social, voluntary, charitable, & community enterprises, including Do-it-Yourself 
Laboratories, Communities of Practice, & third sector organizations  
• Policy & practice issues in entrepreneurship  
• Entrepreneurship in emerging markets  
• Entrepreneurship and nonmarket actors  
• Entrepreneurial finance  
• (Corporate) Venture Capital  
• Entrepreneurial Finance  
• Informal Economy & the "Dark Side" of Entrepreneurship  
• Entrepreneurship in the Circular Economy  
• Responsible Entrepreneurship  
• Entrepreneurship in spatial and other contexts  
• Entrepreneurship and the founder (team)  
• Micro-businesses  
• Micro-entrepreneurship  

  
This year we plan to run sessions together with other SIGs to account for the disciplinary overlap 
between many groups.  

 


